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Mr. and Mrs. Frank G. Logan Prize of Two Hundred Dollars for purchase or award, as an incentive to artists working in water color, exhibiting at The Art Institute, awarded to:

1922 John R. Frevert  The Goodhart House, Provincetown
1923 Laura Knight  The Road and brother
1924 W. Earnest Henderson  A Mountain Farm
1925 Caleb Winchett  The shore point with model has been increased to the sum of Six Hundred Dollars beginning in 1922.
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1922 George Prater Evans  Home port
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WILLIAM H. TUTCHELL PURCHASE PRIZE of One Hundred Dollars for a memorial work in pure water color, awarded to:

1922 Clifford Addison  Cotages in Wales
1923 George Elmer Browne  Tetuan, Morocco
1924 John E. Costigan  Boy with goats
1925 Richard F. Layhe  Punician Theatre
1926 Paul L. Gill  Low Tide
1927 Felice Walde Howard  The chef
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AMERICAN

YARNALL ABBOTT
1. THE ROAD TO TEPOSOTLAN

WAYMAN ADAMS
2. HEAVENWARD

CLIFFORD ADDAMS
3. HARBOR SCENE, YARMOUTH, ISLE OF WIGHT

4. SAILORS IN SHIP'S THEATER

5. WARSHIPS UNDER WAY

ELLEN W. AHRENS

6. THOMAS B. DARLINGTON Miniature

ALGOT ANDERSON

7. WINTER

FRANK G APPLEGATE

8. AFTER A SNOW STORM, SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

9. MOUNTAINS, TAOS, NEW MEXICO

10. RANCHOS DE TAOS, NEW MEXICO

A. MARGARETTA ARCHAMBAULT

11. REV. JOHN A. RICHARDSON Miniature

EMIL ARMIN

12. ECHO BLUFF

W. J. AYLWARD

13. CLIFF DWELLERS, DIEPPE

14. INN YARD, SABLES

15. OLD HARBOR, MARSEILLES
SALCIA BAHNC
16  PRIMITIVE WOMAN
17  PORTRAIT      ELINOR M. BARNARD
18  TUGBOAT       ROBERT P. BELLows
19  OVERHANGING CLOUDS
20  RUGGED COAST  ANTIMO BENEDUCE
21  SPARROWS AND SNOW
22  STUDY OF FRUIT
23  WOOSTER FARM

GEORGE BIDDLE
24  CUBAN LANDSCAPE
25  FLOWERS
26  FLOWER PIECE
27  LANDSCAPE

CARROLL BILL
28  ALCANTARA, TOLEDO
29  THE BELL TOWER, ZAMORA

EMIL J. BISTRAN
30  GOLDEN GLOW
31  ROCKS
32  THE OLD FENCE
33  THE WICK WACK

ROSINA C. BOARDMAN
34  CHINUILLA WEAVING
35  RED SLEEVES
36  THE FAR HORIZON

Miniature
Miniature
RUTH HARRIS BOHAN

STUDY

CARL OSCAR BORG

HOP SHRINE

ALEXANDER BOWER

CLIFF ISLAND

OFF CAPE ELIZABETH

RUTHERFORD BOYD

AROUND THE HEARTH

SNOWY SILENCE

SNOW SQUALL OVER "SCOTNEY"

WHITE SILENCE

WINTER IN NEW HAMPSHIRE

FRANK A. BROWN

BIGODENS DE PEMMARCH

ROY BROWN

AEOLIAN BUILDING

IN THE PARK

WET DAY

EGBERT CADMUS

HOUSETOPS, PROVINCETOWN

EDA NEMOEDE CASTERTON

PORTRAIT OF A CHILD

PORTRAIT OF BARBARA BOETTCHER

PORTRAIT OF MRS. R. C. BUCHANAN

MARGARET CHAPLIN

SNOOPY ORCHARD
ALPHAeus P. COLE
55 VENETIAN CANAL

GLENN O. COLEMAN
56 OLD SLIP

ROY H. COLLINS
57 DEVIL'S WAREHOUSE ISLAND

IRLAND COVE

J. FRANK COPELAND
58 FIGURE STUDY, NO. 1
59 FIGURE STUDY, NO. 2

WILLIAM H. COTTON
60 A SPHINX
61 CARICATURE OF FRANKLIN P. ADAMS
62 CARICATURE OF JOSEPH HERGESHEIMER
63 CARICATURE OF ROBERT EDMOND JONES, KENNETH MAcGOWAN AND EUGENE O'Neill
64 IMogene
65 MODEL RESTING
66 ROSE

ARTHUR B. DAVIES
67 ETAMPhES
68 LE LUSE, BARYTHE, FRANCE
69 OUTSKIRTS OF PARIS
70 SELLES-SUR-CHER

JULIUS DELBOS
71 ARCQ
72 AVALON, NO. 1
73 AVALON, NO. 2
74 YE JANTo

GEORGE ADAMS DIETRICH
75 LATE AFTERNOON
JOHN R. FRAZIER
93 MONHEGAN
94 STREET, PROVINCETOWN
95 THE WHITE CHURCH

HOWARD GILES
96 MOONLIGHT
97 NOCTURN
98 SUNLIGHT
99 WINDFALL

MARGARET W. MELLOR GILL
100 DECORATION, NO 1
101 DECORATION, NO 2

PAUL L. GILL
102 "B. A. M."
103 STORM CLOUDS
104 THE BY-STANDERS
105 UNLOADING

ANNE GOLDSWHAITTE
106 ST. MICHAEL'S, CHARLESTON

MARGUERITE M. GROSENBACH
107 JAPANESQUE

JEAN JACQUES HAFFNER
108 FISHING PORT IN BRITTANY—DOUARNENEZ
109 LA SALLE IN PROVENCE
110 THE PINES OF DOUARNENEZ, BRITTANY

THOMAS HALL
111 TRANQUILLITY

ROBERT HALLOWELL
112 HILL GUARDED—PRATS DE MOLLO
SAMUEL HALPERT
113 THE COVE
114 UNION SQUARE, NEW YORK

HARRY W. HARNQUIST
115 HOISTING SAIL

MARIAN D. HARPER
116 PORTRAIT
117 PORTRAIT SILHOUETTE

ALFRED HAYWARD
118 AQUEDUCT NEAR ST. JEANETT
119 GARDEN, CAGNES
120 RIVIERA GARDEN
121 WHITE HOUSE

W. EMERTON HEITLAND
122 THE BARN—SPRING
123 THE OLD HOUSE—WINTER
124 THE WELL—HOME

HELEN WEST HELLER
125 BASIN

LEO A. HENKORA
126 WINTER

MAGDA HEUERMAN
127 ALPHONS

MARGARET CARTER HINDLE
128 CHALK CLIFFS, ETRETAT, NORMANDY

J. LARS HOFTROP
129 CHARTRES
130 PARIS
131 SPRING MORNING, AVIGNON
THOMAS FRANKLIN HOGUE
132 THE REVOLVING CRANE

ELLEN A. HOLMES
133 THE VILLAGE SPIRE

EMIL HOLZHAUER
134 AT THE WATER FRONT
135 BROOKLYN BRIDGE
136 BORDEAUX, FRANCE
137 ST. PAUL, FRANCE

CHARLES HOPKINSON
138 FOWEY HARBOR, CORNWALL
139 LUNG ARNO FROM HOTEL WINDOW, FLORENCE
140 THE DOGANA FROM HOTEL WINDOW, VENICE

LOWELL HOUSE
141 A STUDY IN MEXICO, NO. 1
142 A STUDY IN MEXICO, NO. 2
143 A STUDY IN MEXICO, NO. 3
144 BOY GIGGING FROGS
145 BOY WATERING FLOWERS
146 THE MEXICAN

FELICIE WALDO HOWELL
147 AFTER DINNER
148 IN A RESTAURANT
149 MILLINER'S WINDOW
150 THE CHEF

JOHN E. HUTCHINGS
151 THE BRIDGE

C. P. JENNEWEIN
152 MEO
EDGAR W. JENNEY
153 DRA~ING ROOM, ANDELYS, FRANCE
154 MISS MACY'S DINING ROOM
155 SALON CHATEAU DE GRAINVILLE
156 YELLOW KITCHEN

ARTHUR JONAS
157 MILDRED
158 PRIMROSE
159 STILL LIFE, NO. 1
160 STILL LIFE, NO. 2
161 TULIPS

CARRIE SAMMEL JONES
162 FATHER Miniature

LOUIS J. KAEPE
163 BAILEYS HARBOR

LUCILE A. KALTENBACH
164 L'EGLISE DE ST. NICOLAS DE VEROE, SAVOY, FRANCE
165 MARCHE AU MOLARD, GENEVA, SWITZERLAND
166 MARKET SCENE, GENEVA, SWITZERLAND
167 THE OLD SPINNER, ST. NICOLAS DE VEROE, SAVOY, FRANCE

MANE KATZ
168 THE PRAYING BOY

ETHYL M. KELLER
169 STILL LIFE

HENRY G. KELLER
170 IN THE TROPICS
171 THE MARINA, PORTO RICO
172 YOUNG BANANA PLANT
T. M. KEMPFF

BUILDINGS

CHARLES P. KILGORE

173   ALCANTARA BRIDGE, TOLEDO
174   AN OLD WALL, MEXICO
175   CARMEN GATE, SAN ANGELO, MEXICO
176   EARLY MORNING, VENICE
178   SANTA MARIA DELLA SALUTE

DENNISON KIM

179   TULIPS

RAY KINSMA-WATERS

180   THE FAIR

NELLIE A. KNOPF

181   CITADEL AT TWILIGHT

IRMA RENE KOEN

182   MARKET, QUEBEC
183   NEW ENGLAND EVENING

ANNE E. KOETTING

184   CINERARIA

CARL R. KRAFFT

185   EVENING
186   MISSISSIPPI WATER FRONT

RICHARD LAHEY

187   DEAUVILLE
188   NORMANDY COAST
189   QUIET BRICK-YARDS
190   THE ROUTE TO GRASSE
A. O. LAMPLough
191 A SANDSTORM IN THE VALLEY OF THE KINGS

ETHEL, P. B. LEACH
192 CATCHING UP WITH THE CIRCUS

FRANCES M. LICHTEN
193 A VILLA AT CAPH

GERTRUDE L. LITTLE
194 SIGNE OF HELSINGLAND

EINAR LUNDQUIST
195 STILL LIFE

SHAW MACLAUGHLIN
196 IN THE BERNER OEERLAND
197 STREET IN GENOA

STELLA MacLEAN
198 CLOUD SHADOWS NEAR SANTA FE
199 HILLS BEHIND TAOS
200 OLD HOUSES IN OLD STREETS, PARIS

GEORGE H. MACRUM
201 A HILL TOWN IN FRANCE
202 LOOKING TOWARD VENICE
203 MARITIME ALPS
204 MOUNT ST. JEANNEY
205 MOUNT ST. VICTOIRE

KARL MATTERN
206 THE RIVER

EMMA MENDENHALL
207 EVENING, BOOTHBAY HARBOR, MAINE
GARI MELCHERS

208 THE BUTTERFLY

WILLIAM MEYEROWITZ

209 ARRANGEMENT

MARGARET MITCHELL

210 THE CHOCOLATE MOUSE

F. LUIS MORA

211 A WHOLE DAY OFF
212 BROOK BATHERS
213 COMMITTEE OF THREE
214 GENTLEWOMAN
215 HEAD OF PUGILIST
216 IMPRESSIONS DE RAQUEL MELLER
217 JOANITA
218 LUNCH OFFERING
219 MOTHER AND CHILD
220 ON A FERRY
221 PLUMP WOMAN
222 PROMENADE
223 RECUEIJO DE RAQUEL MELLER EN LA CANCION DIGUILLIQUE VINGU
224 STUDY FOR "WIND-SWEPT PICNIC"
225 SUN BATHERS
226 THE REFEREE SMILES
227 THE SANDWICH
228 WAITING ROOM

NELLY LITTLEHALE MURPHY

229 AFRICAN MARIGOLDS
230 LATE SNOW
231 PANSIES
232 THE BLUE VASE
233 THE CLAY PIGEON

W. E. MUSICK

234 LILY
JEROME MYERS

235 FASHION SHOW
236 STREET CAROUSAL
237 THE DUET

LOUIS L. NOVAK

238 A BROOK IN WINTER

THORNTON OAKLEY

239 ON THE SANDWICH ROAD: ELEVEN O'CLOCK
240 ON THE SANDWICH ROAD: FOUR O'CLOCK
241 ON THE SANDWICH ROAD: NOON
242 ON THE SANDWICH ROAD: TEN O'CLOCK

MARGRETTE OATWAY

243 RUSH HOUR

HEINRICH PFEIFFER

244 OLD NEW ORLEANS

DORA PINTNER

245 DIANE
246 MRS. J. PINTNER

RALPH E. POWER

247 YANKEE WHALER

ALEXANDER PORTNOFF

248 CAPE MAY, NEW JERSEY
249 THE BROOK

WINOLD REISS

250 SALOME
251 ZAPOTECA INDIAN, MEXICO

WILMER S. RICHTER

252 THE RED DORY
CHARLES H. RICHERT
253  WESTERN BAY, MOUNT DESERT

ROBERT RIGGS
254  DELAWARE DOCK
255  FOUNTAIN

ALDEN L. RIPLEY
256  ROAD IN AN ARAB GARDEN

ALEXANDRE ROBINSON
257  BOWL OF FRUIT
258  THE AQUARIUM
259  THE BLUE NATURE MORTE
260  THE TUG
261  VILLAGE IN THE HILLS

HUBERT ROPP
262  ARCHES AT CAGNE
263  HARVEST
264  THE GETAWAY

TOREY ROSS, JR.
265  OLD CHURCH AT RANCHOS

ERNEST D. ROTH
266  TRASTEVERE, ROME

CHAuncey F. RYDER
267  COPAKE ROAD
268  THE SAND PIT

MARGERY AUSTEN RYERSON
269  FIFTH AVENUE IN WAR TIME

WILLIAM SANGER
270  UNITARIAN CHURCH, EASTPORT, MAINE
CHARLES NICOLAS SARKA
271 MY ROSE GARDEN
272 NEAR BETTY'S-COED

FLORA SCHOFIELD
273 LA PLACE

MARA MALLICKZKY SCHROETTER
274 BAVARIAN MOORLAND
275 LANDSCAPE IN BAVARIA
276 LOWLANDS OF BAVARIA

WILLIAM S. SCHWARTZ
277 A DRAPE D FIGURE

ALICE SCHILLE
278 PLAN FE TREES
279 THE LITTLE CHURCH
280 UMBRELLAS

SARAH C. SEARS
281 BERMUDA LILIES
282 QUEEN OF FLOWERS
283 SUMMER FLOWERS

TABER SEARS
284 BANK OF THE NILE

CLARE SHEPARD SHELSER
285 LOVE GODWIN Miniature

BEN SILBERT
286 ITALIAN VASE
287 SPRUEWALD GIRL
GERRIT V. SINCLAIR
298 FROM THE WINDOW
299 INTERIOR
300 SAND BOAT
301 SUNDAY IN THE DUNES

JOHN SLOAN
302 NUDE RECLINING
303 NUDE STANDING

JEAN PAUL SLUBBER
304 IN ARKANSAS
305 LATE SUMMER

ETHEL SPEARS
306 DOWN IN THE OLD NEIGHBORHOOD
307 GAS TANK
308 MAXWELL STREET
309 PARK
310 QUIET COUNTRY ROAD
311 THE GHETTO

LUCY M. STANTON
312 A NORTH CAROLINA MOUNTAIN WOMAN  Miniature

WILLIAM STARKWEATHER
313 RENAISSANCE PAINTINGS: METROPOLITAN MUSEUM
314 THE AGE OF BRONZE: METROPOLITAN MUSEUM

FRANCES STRAIN
315 STREET, SOUTH CHICAGO

ELISABETH TELLING
316 JEAN

ARTHUR J. TODD
317 HONG KONG HARBOR
M. TOPCHEVSKY
308 DANCE OF GUADALUPE, MEXICO
309 DANCES IN OAXACA, MEXICO

GEORGE TRIMMER
310 FLOWERS IN WINDOW

HERMAN TRUNK, JR.
311 JULY
312 LILIES
313 TREES

HERBERT B. TSCHUDY
314 A NAVAJO DOOR-YARD
315 THE FINE BOAT

VUK VUCHINICH
316 TORSO

ROBERT WADE
317 IN THE SCOTTISH HIGHLANDS
318 MY HOUSE

HORATIO WALKER
319 TURKEY GIRL

ROBERT R. WEISMAN
320 BAVARIAN PEASANT TYPE, NO. 1
321 BAVARIAN PEASANT TYPE, NO. 2
322 BAVARIAN PEASANT WOMAN
323 LANDSCAPE: OLD MUNICH

WILLIAM J. WHITTEMORE
324 MARKET PLACE, CAUDESPEC
325 MARKET DAY, NORMANDY
J. SCOTT WILLIAMS

349 GRANITE
350 STORM KING AND TAURUS
351 THE HUDSON, VIGOROUS MOOD
352 THE HUDSON, SILVER MOOD
353 THE MUSIC ROOM
354 THE SUNDAY PAPER

CALEB WINHOLTZ

355 CHURCH NEAR RAILROAD
356 DOWD BY THE CREEK
357 INDIAN BURIAL GROUND
358 MAN WITH DONKEY
359 STORM, LAKE SUPERIOR
LOUIS WOLCHONOK
365 PETER PLATT'S ETCHING STUDIO

STAN WOOD
361 BEACH AT THE POINT
362 CIRCUS TENT
363 DEAD CYPRESS
364 MONTEREY WHARF
365 MOUNTAIN RANCH
366 VOLCANO

CHARLES H. WOODBURY
367 DOMINICA
368 ST. KITTS
369 ST. THOMAS
370 ST. VINCENT

STANLEY W. WOODWARD
371 MID-OCEAN
372 THE DERELECT
373 TROPICAL SHORE, PORTO RICO

FRITZ ZILLIG
374 TAOS, NEW MEXICO

AUSTRIAN
LASZLO GABOR
375 HARBOR AT MALCESINE
376 THE WASHERWOMEN

CANADIAN
L. L. FITZGERALD
377 THE BEACH
378 WOODLAND INTERIOR
DANISH
KAY NIELSEN
379 HE, SHE AND IT (TALE OF A GARDEN), NO. 1
380 HE, SHE AND IT (TALE OF A GARDEN), NO. 2
381 THE WILD GARDENS

ENGLISH
EDMUND BLAMHED
382 NIGHT IN DIEPPE
383 PARIS

SYBIL BLUNT
384 BAMBURGH CASTLE (KING ARTHUR'S "JOYOUS GARD")

A. H. KNIGHTON HAMMOND
385 BRIDGE AND GONDOLAS
386 MARKET DAY, DOLO
387 THE CARD PLAYERS

STEPHEN HAUERS
388 CHURCH PARADE, MHONDE, EAST AFRICA
389 THE BORCHER'S HOUSE, MHONDE, EAST AFRICA
390 WAGGOGO MINSTRELS, EAST AFRICA
391 WANGURU HOUSE, MHONDE, EAST AFRICA
392 WANGURU WATER CARRIERS, EAST AFRICA

EVELYN INCE
393 STOP-ON-THE-WOLD
394 WIVETON BRIDGE, NORFOLK

NORMAN JANE
395 PLACE ST. SAVOIR, CAEN
ALLAN McNAB
354 LONDON FROM ST. PAUL'S

ROBERT ENGRAIGHT MOONY
397 APRIL
398 THE WISHING STREAM

BARRY PITRAR
399 UTRECHT

WILLIAM RATCLIFFE
400 COTTAGES AT "WATERGATE," CORNWALL
401 "WATERGATE," CORNWALL

LEONARD RICHMOND
402 CLIFFS ADJOINING A CANADIAN LAKE
403 LAKES IN THE CLOUDS

WILLIAM WALCOT
404 CORNER OF ST. SULPICE, PARIS
405 DOUARNENEY, BRITTANY
406 LONG ACRE, LONDON
407 TOWER BRIDGE, LONDON
408 WHITE STAR LINER AT LIVERPOOL

FRENCH
BERNARD BOUTET DE MONVEL
410 IN BRITTANY
410 JEANNE D'ARC
411 NURSERY RHYME

A. G. DECAMPS*
412 THE FLIGHT INTO EGYPT
*EXCAVATED
MARIE LAURENCIN
413 GIRL WITH A ROSE

PAUL SIGNAC
414 TREGONER

GERMAN

KARL ALEXANDER FLUEGEL
415 AUTUMN LANDSCAPE
416 SCENE OF A FIRE

RAGUL FRANK
417 VIEW FROM TRAITHEN, BAVARIAN ALPS
418 SEA GULLS
419 SUMMER DAY

HANS HERBBMANN
420 LYNENAANGEGRACHT, AMSTERDAM
421 AMSTERDAM

ADALBERT HOLZER
422 WINTER IN A MOUNTAIN VALLEY

CARL LANGHAMMER
423 DOME OF SIENA, ITALY

ADOLF MUNZER
424 BOAT RIDE WITH JAPANESE LANTERNS
425 ON THE RIVER AMMER
426 ST. MARTIN'S PAGEANT IN DUSSELDORF

HANS NEUMANN
427 UPPER BARAVIA
ROSE FRANKFURT PREVOT
428 LANDSCAPE NEAR HALLIG
   CARL SCHWALBACH
429 AT THE FOUNTAIN
430 GIRLS LISTENING
431 WOMEN DRAWING WATER

HUNGARIAN
SANDOR BERNATH
432 SNOW
   MIKLOS GASPAR
433 DINNER TIME

JAPANESE
FOJITA
434 FEMME NUE

RUSSIAN
BORIS ANISFELD
435 AZIADE
436 CARNIVAL

SCOTCH
ROBERT EADIE
437 COOLEN HILLS
   ARCHIBALD B. IMRIE
438 THE THREE HORSEMEN
CHARLES NAPIER

439 Queen Mary’s Bath, Holyrood, Edinburgh
440 Roman Bridge, Musselburgh near Edinburgh

FRANCIS H. NEWBERY

441 Corfe Castle, Dawn

CHARLES OPPENHEIMER

442 The Road to Buttermere

E. A. TAYLOR

443 On the Island of Arran

JAMES WRIGHT

444 September Evening, Ayrshire
445 The Holy Loch, Argyll

SWEDISH

MIRIAM ENGERBORG EDESTROM

446 S. Vitale, Ravenna, Italy

BIRGER SANDZEN

447 Cedars
448 Wild Horse Creek
THE WAITING ROOM
F. LUIS MORA
CARCATURE OF JOSEPH HERZHEIMER
WILLIAM COTTON
WHITE SILENCE
RUTHERFORD BOYD
IN A RESTAURANT
FELICIE WALDO HOWELL